Abstract-Point set registration is defined as a process to determine the spatial transformation from the source point set to the target one. Existing methods often iteratively search for the optimal geometric transformation to register a given pair of point sets, driven by minimizing a predefined alignment loss function. In contrast, the proposed point registration neural network (PR-Net) actively learns the registration pattern as a parametric function from a training dataset, consequently predict the desired geometric transformation to align a pair of point sets. PR-Net can transfer the learned knowledge (i.e. registration pattern) from registering training pairs to testing ones without additional iterative optimization. Specifically, in this paper, we develop novel techniques to learn shape descriptors from point sets that help formulate a clear correlation between source and target point sets. With the defined correlation, PR-Net tends to predict the transformation so that the source and target point sets can be statistically aligned, which in turn leads to an optimal spatial geometric registration. PR-Net achieves robust and superior performance for non-rigid registration of point sets, even in presence of Gaussian noise, outliers, and missing points, but requires much less time for registering large number of pairs. More importantly, for a new pair of point sets, PR-Net is able to directly predict the desired transformation using the learned model without repetitive iterative optimization routine. Our code is available at https://github.com/Lingjing324/PR-Net.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background
Over past decades, point set matching and registration is one of the most important computer vision tasks [1] - [8, 28] , serving a widespread applications such as stereo matching, medical image registration, large-scale 3D reconstruction, 3D point cloud matching, semantic segmentation and so on [9] - [14] . The point set registration is mathematically defined as a process to determine the spatial geometric transformations (i.e. rigid and non-rigid transformation) that can optimally register the source point set to the target one. The desired registration algorithm can find both rigid (i.e. rotation, reflection, and shifting) and non-rigid (i.e. dilation and stretching) transformations, as well as being robust to outliers, Gaussian point drift, data incompleteness and so on.
To formulate the problem of point set registration, existing methods [5, 7] often iteratively search the optimal geometric transformation to register two sets of points, driven by minimizing a predefined alignment loss function. The alignment loss is usually pre-defined as a certain type of distance metric (e.g. Euclidean distance loss) between the transformed source point set and the target one. Previous efforts [5, 7, 15] have achieved great success in point set registration through the development of a variety of optimization algorithms and distance metrics as summarized in [15] . However these methods are often not designed to handle the real-time point set registration or to deal with a large volume dataset. This limitation is mainly contributed by the fact that, for each given pair of point sets, the iterative method needs to start over a new iterative optimization process even for the trivial similar cases. This observation suggests that the existing efforts are mainly concentrated on the stand-alone development of the optimization strategies rather than the techniques to smartly transferring the registration pattern acquired from aligning one pair to another. This triggers the motivation to develop our proposed PR-Net with the hope to actively learn the registration pattern from a set of training data, consequently, to adaptively utilize that knowledge to directly predict the geometric transformation for a new pair of unseen point sets. As a result, PR-Net is capable of handling the real-time point set registration or a large volume datasets with a similar pattern. To better understand the point set registrations, we briefly review related works as follows.
B. Related Works
Iterative registration methods. Current mainstream point set registration methods focus on the development of optimization algorithms to estimate the rigid or non-rigid geometric transformations in an iterative routine. With the assumption that a pair of point sets are related by a rigid transformation, a registration approach is to estimate the best translation and rotation parameters in the iterative search routine aiming to minimize a distance metric between two sets of points. One of the most popular methods for rigid registration, the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [11] , was proposed to handle point set registration with least-squares estimation of transformation parameters. ICP starts with an initial estimation of rigid transformation, followed by iteratively refining the transformation by alternately choosing corresponding points from the point sets as estimate transformation parameters. The ICP algorithm is reported to be vulnerable to the selection of corresponding points for initial transformation estimation, and also incapable of dealing with non-rigid transformation.
To accommodate the deformation (e.g. morphing, articulation) between a pair of point sets, many efforts were spent in the development of algorithms to address the challenges of a non-rigid transformation. Chui and Rangarajan [16] proposed a robust method to model non-rigid transformation named as thin-plate spline [17] . They proposed TPS-RSM algorithm with penalization on second order derivatives to optimize arXiv:1904.01428v1 [cs.GR] 2 Apr 2019 the parameters of the desired transformation. Ma et al. [18] introduced a L 2 E estimator for non-rigid registration for handling significant scale changes and rotations. In addition, Myronenko et al. [28] proposed non-parametric coherence point drift (CPD) algorithm which leverages Gaussian mixture likelihood and penalizes derivatives of all orders of the velocity field to enforce velocity coherence so that centroids of source point set move coherently to target point set. They reported that their algorithm can be easily extended to N-dimensional space compared to TPS-RSM algorithm. Ma et al. [7] proposed a non-parametric vector field consensus algorithm to establish the robust correspondence between two sets of points. Their experimental result demonstrated that the proposed method is quite robust to outliers. In [1] , the authors emphasized the importance to preserve local and global structures for non-rigid point set registration. Wang et al. [19] proposed path following strategy for graph matching in order to improve the computation efficency. Zhou et al. [20] proposed a fast alternating minimization algorithm for multi-image matching. Existing methods have achieved great success for both rigid and nonrigid point set registration over past decades. However, they are mainly concentrated on the stand-alone development of the optimization strategies for point set registration rather than the techniques to learn the registration process as a pattern. In this paper, the deficiency of these current algorithms drives us to develop a learning-based registration paradigm that is able to actively learn the knowledge about how to register two point sets, consequently, to adaptively utilize those knowledge to directly predict the geometric transformation without the necessary to start over a new iterative search process for each similar case. Learning-based registration methods. Recent great success of deep learning in various computer vision fields [21] - [27] motivates researchers to start modeling the registration problem using deep neural networks [24] - [27, 29, 30] . Earlier attempt in this direction is mainly concentrated on the development of learning-based registration methods for pairwise image registration. For example, Rocco et al. [29] developed a CNN architecture to predict both rigid and nonrigid transformation for 2D image matching. Balakrishnan et al. [30] proposed a deep learning method to predict the nonrigid deformation field with application in deformable medical image registration. Both works share the common use of deep learning for visual feature learning from image to formulate the pairwise image correlations. The method presented in [29] tends to predict the parameters of TPS-based transformation function for pairwise image registration, while the authors in [30] aim to predict a smooth registration field to approximate non-rigid transformation. Though it is not a direct registration model, Zeng et al. [27] proposed a volumetric 3D-CNN to learn local shape descriptor geometric patch matching. The aforementioned learning-based registration methods, despite not working on point set registration, are encouraging for us to take a further step in this paper to investigate the possibility of learning point set registration using deep neural networks. We will briefly describe our proposed PR-Net in the subsection below, and the technical details are discussed in the approach section.
Different from image data with a regular grid, point cloud data is often recorded in an irregular and disordered format. Learning the point set registration requires the deep neural networks to be applicable to irregular point cloud data. In addition, unlike the image containing rich texture and color information, the point cloud is solely represented with geometric information (i.e. coordinates, curvature, normal). This suggests that a learning-based solution for point set registration needs to address two main technical challenges: 1) robust learning of both local and global geometric feature from point clouds and 2) robust learning of the transformation from well-defined correlation measure between pairwise geometric feature sets. Therefore, the proposed PR-Net investigates two major research problems: 1) the design of the techniques for point cloud learning by introducing a novel reference operator to enable formulating the correlation measure on arbitrarystructured data, and 2) the development of learning paradigm for the geometric transformation learning from pairwise feature sets. Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline of the proposed PRNet which is composed of three main components. The first component is "learning shape descriptor tensor". In this component, the proposed grid-reference structure is developed to enable feature learning and formulate the correlation relationship on arbitrary-structured data. The second component is "learning shape correlation tensor". In this component, the shape correlation tensor is developed as a metric to further evaluate the correlation between two shape descriptor tensors of point sets to be registered. The shape correlation tensor is formulated as "all-to-all" point-wise computation from the pair of shape descriptor tensors evaluated in the first component. The third component is "learning of the parameters of transformation". In this component, we exploit the function mapping between space of the "shape correlation tensor" and "the parameters of transformation" to determine the best geometric transformation that statistically aligns the source point cloud set and the target one. In this paper, PR-Net utilizes the CNN as functional regression model to approximate the aforementioned mapping function for the parameters learning of the desired transformation. Accordingly, the main components of the pipeline indicate the main contributions of our proposed PR-Net as follows:
• We propose a novel technique to learn the global and local shape aware "shape descriptor tensor" directly from the point cloud with irregular and disordered format. The shape descriptor tensor is proved to be effective and efficient in extracting the geometric shape features, even for point cloud in presence of missing points, noise, and outliers.
• We propose a novel shape correlation tensor to comprehensively evaluate the correlation between two point sets to be registered. The proposed PR-Net includes three parts: learning shape descriptor tensor (SCT), learning correlation tensor, and shape transformation prediction. For a pair of source point set S i and target point set G j , we first generate two reference grids and map points of source and target point sets on them as two shape descriptor tensor Fs and Fg. We define the shape correlation tensor C between the source and target shape descriptor tensors. By leveraging 2D-CNN, we learn the desired parameters θ of transformation T θ based on the shape correlation tensor. The learned optimal model transforms source point set to be statistically aligned with the target point set.
• We propose a novel statistical alignment loss function that drives our structure to determine the optimal geometric transformation that statistically aligns the source point cloud set and the target one.
• In all, we propose a novel learning-based point set registration paradigm which learns registration patterns from training data, consequently, to adaptively utilize that knowledge to directly predict the geometric transformation for aligning a new pair of point sets, without the necessity to start over a new iterative search process.
In conclusion, given a large number of data set for training, PR-Net demonstrates a stable generalization ability to directly predict the desired non-rigid transformation for the unseen point clouds data even in presence of a great level of noise, missing points, and outliers.
II. APPROACH
We introduce our approach in the following sections. In section 2 A, we state our learning-based registration problem. From section 2 B to 2 D, four successive parts are illustrated to explain each module of our method in details. Section 2 B illustrates our structure for learning shape descriptor tensor for point sets. In section 2 C, we introduce shape correlation tensor based on the learned shape descriptors. The non-rigid shape transformation prediction is introduced in section 2 D. The definition of the loss function is discussed in section 2 E and the settings of the training and model configuration are explained in section 2 F.
A. Problem statement
Prior to discussion of our approach, we first define the point set registration task. Let the training data set
We denote S i source point set and G j target point set. In this paper, we mainly discuss the situation when N = 2 and N = 3. We assume
where x i ∈ S i and x i ∈ G j . T θi can be rigid or non-rigid transformation with parameters θ i . For previous methods, θ i is optimized in a iterative searching process to optimally align a given target and source point sets. For our method, we assume the existence of a neural network structure g with a set of all its weights γ, such that g γ (S i , G j ) = θ i . Our optimization task becomes:
Therefore, for a given training set D, our task is to optimize parameters γ instead of θ/T θ . The desired θ/T θ is our model's output. L(·) represents a similarity measure.
B. Learning shape descriptor tensor
The first part of our structure is learning the shape descriptor for point sets. To address the problem of irregular format of point set, we introduce two point grids M S i and M G j as reference point sets, which are overlaid on the source point set S i and the target point set G j respectively.
For each point in the reference point sets, we learn a shape descriptor tensor F i s or F j g by mapping the local and global information of non-regular source or target point set on it. Specifically, as shown in Figure 2 , taking S i for example, ∀x i ∈ M S i , x i is 2D/3D geometric coordinates and we define the single layer mapping U : (x i , S i ) → R d as following:
,where parameters u m ∈ R m×4/6 , c m ∈ R m×1 and [*,*] means concatenation. For multi-layers' structure, we repeat the linear combination and Leaky-ReLU [31] activation parts before applying the Max-pool layer. The MLP-based structure was firstly introduced in PointNet [26] for directly learning geometric features from point cloud. Please refer to PointNet [26] for more details. The single layer MLP-based function U(*) can be regarded as a mapping to exact features from non-regular point set, which is driven by the loss function. In our case, we have three layers MLP. In this way, we transfer information of source and target point sets to two shape descriptor tensors on reference grids. We define the shape descriptor tensor
, where x nm ∈ M S i . Similarly, we have the shape descriptor tensor F j G for M G j . 
C. Shape correlation tensor
As shown in Figure 3 , for the two source and target grid points M S i and M G j with shape descriptor tensors
, our next step is to define the shape correlation tensor between the input and target shape descriptor tensors. We define the shape correlation tensor in the following step. Let M be a similarity metric, such that M :
In this paper, we simply let M as inner product. ∀f ij ∈ F i S , we sort the its point-wise correlation with elements in F j G as C ij ∈ R t and t = nm, where
We define C = [C ij ] ∈ R n×m×t as the shape correlation tensor. It has t-dimensional channel to save the correlation information between each the point in M S i with all the points in M G j . We normalize each channel of element C ij in the shape correlation tensor. 
D. Shape transformation prediction
Before we discuss shape transformation prediction, we firstly review two classical parametric functions for rigid and non-rigid transformations. For affine transformation including translation, scaling, rotation and shear. Let θ rigid = {α, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , s 1 , s 2 } and we have
Even though we do not discuss the rigid case in this paper, our model can be easily adjusted for rigid registration. For non-rigid transformation, let θ nonrigid be the controlling points in Thin Plate Spine. In this paper, we choose 9/27 controlling points distributed as a 3 × 3/3 × 3 × 3 grid for 2D/3D data. For a pair of 2D source and target point sets, our target θ nonrigid = {(θ 1 , θ 2 ), ..., (θ 17 , θ 18 )}, are a set of coordinates of nine controlling points in TPS [17] . Let the original controlling points in TPS be θ 0 and θ 0 = [(0, 0), (−1, 0), ..., (1, −1)]. For a pair of 3D source and target point sets, our target θ nonrigid = {(θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ), ..., (θ 79 , θ 80 , θ 81 )}, are a set of coordinates of nine controlling points in TPS [17] . Let the original controlling points in TPS be θ 0 and θ 1, 0, 0) , ..., (1, 1, 1) ]. After achieving new positions of controlling points θ nonrigid , together with θ 0 , we can solve the non-rigid transformation T θ according to TPS. In this case, we have 18/81 parameters to be optimized for defining the non-rigid transformation to align the 2D/3D source and target point sets. For a given pair of source point set S i and target point set G j as inputs, based on their shape correlation tensor C from the previous step, we further use 2D-CNN/3D-CNN with a successive of fully connected layers to predict the desired parameters θ in transformation T θ .
E. From statistical alignment to loss functions
The last step is to define the loss function between the transformed source point set T θ (S i ) and the target point set G j . Due to the disorderliness of point cloud, there is no direct corresponding relationship between these two point sets. Therefore, a distance metric between two point sets instead of point/pixel-wise loss used in image registration should be desired. Besides, the suitable metric should be differentiable and efficient to compute. For 3D point set generation, Fan et al. [33] first proposed Chamfer Distance loss, which is widely used in practice. Registration problem can be treated as statistical alignment between two distributions of source and target point sets. We treat target point set as centroids of a Gaussian Mixture Model and we fit the transformed source point set as data into this GMM model so that we can maximize the likelihood of the GMM.
Chamfer Distance (C.D.). Chamfer loss is a simple and effective metric to be defined on two non-corresponding point sets. It dose not require the same number of points and in many tasks and it provides high quality results in practice. We define the Chamfer loss on our transformed source point set T θ (S) and target points set G as:
where γ represents all the parameters in MLP layers and 2D-CNN layers from section 2 B, 2 C and 2 D. In this paper, we use Chamfer Distance (C.D.) as evaluation metric.
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) loss. Let our source point set S = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N ) and transformed target point set T θ (S) = (T θ (x 1 ), T θ (x 2 ), ..., T θ (x N )). The target point set is G = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y M ) where x i and y i ∈ R 2 /R 3 in our paper. We consider Gaussian-
, where our target point set acts as the 2/3-dimensional centroids of equally-weighted Gaussian mixture model. In general we want our predicted point set to maximally satisfy the Gaussian Mixture model. Therefore, we define the loss function (GMM loss) as :
,where γ represents all the parameters in MLP layers and 2D-CNN layers from section 2 B, 2 C, and 2 D. σ is the standard deviation in GMM. We set σ to be identical for each Gaussian distribution in GMM. σ is a hyper-parameter to choose in practice. Even though it is a constant for each input, we have more sophisticated strategy for choosing it in practice as discussed in section 2 F. We use GMM loss as our loss function in this paper.
F. Model settings
We train our network using batch data form training data set {(
. b is the batch size and is set to 16. For learning the shape descriptor tensor in 2 B, the input is N × 4/N × 6 matrix and we use 4 MLP layers with dimensions (16, 32, 64, 128 ) and a Maxpool layer to convert it to a 128-dimensional descriptor for each point in 11 × 11 reference grid. For the shape correlation tensor C discussed in 2 C and 2 D, we use three 2D-CNN/3D-CNN layers with kernel size (3,3),(4,4), (5, 5) and dimension (128,256,512) with two successive fully connected layers with dimensions (64, 18)/(512,81). Learning rate is set as 0.0001 with 0.995 exponential decay with Adam optimizer. We use leaky-ReLU [31] activation function and implement batch normalization [34] for every layer except the output layer. We use deterministic annealing for the standard deviation σ which is initially set to 1, and for each step n we reduce it to 1/n until a margin value of 0.1. Gradual reducing σ leads to a coarse-to-fine match. For outlier and missing points case, we slightly increase the margin value to 0.12.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we implement a set of experiments to validate the performance of our proposed PR-Net for nonrigid point set registration from different aspects (i.e. accuracy and time). In section 3 A, we discuss how we prepare the experimental dataset. In section 3 B, we compare PR-Net with non-learning based non-rigid point set registration method. In section 3 C, we validate the robustness of PR-Net against the different level of geometric deformation. In section 3 D, we validate the robustness of PR-Net against the different types of noise. In section 3 E, we further verify that PR-Net can handle registration tasks for various types of dataset.
A. Dataset preparation
The point cloud data is often featured with geometric structural variations with presence of a variety of noise (e.g. outliers, missing points), which poses challenges for point set registration. An effective registration solution should be robust to the presence of those noise to provide the desired geometric transformation. Therefore, in order to assess PRNet's performance, we simulate the commonly recognized noise to the raw point sets to prepare the experimental data. To prepare the geometric structural variation, we randomly choose a certain number of samples from the point set and use them as the controlling points of a thin plate spline (TPS) transformation. A zero-mean Gaussian is superposed to each controlling point to simulate a random drift from their original positions. The TPS is then applied to synthesize the deformed point set with different level of structural variation. The 1/2 of standard deviation of the above mentioned Gaussian is used to measure the deformation level. To prepare the position drift (P.D.) noise, we applied a zero-mean Gaussian to each sample from the point set. The level of P.D. noise is defined as the standard deviation of Gaussian. To prepare the data incompleteness (D.I.) noise, we randomly remove a certain amount of points from the entire point set. The level of D.I. noise is defined as ratio of the eliminated points and the entire set. To prepare the data outlier (D.O.) noise, we randomly add a certain amount of points generated by a zero-mean Gaussian to the point set. The level of D.O. noise is defined as the ratio of the added points to the entire point set. For all tests, we use the Chamfer Distance (C.D.) between a pair of point sets to provide a quantitative score to evaluate the registration performance.
B. Comparison to Non-learning based Approach
Different from previous efforts, the proposed PR-Net is a learning-based non-rigid point set registration method, which can learn the registration pattern to directly predict the non-parametric geometric transformation for the point sets alignment. As a learning-based approach to predict the non-rigid registration, it is not applicable to have a direct comparison between PR-Net and other existing non-rigid iterative registration methods. To compare our method to non-learning based iterative method (i.e. Coherent Point Drift (CPD) [28] ), we design the experiment as follows to assess both time and accuracy performance.
Experimental Setup: We conduct tests to compare PRNet with the non-learning based approach. Coherent Point Drifts (CPD) [28] is a highly recognized non-rigid point set registration method. In this test, we synthesize 2D deformed fish data with deformation level of 0.5 to prepare 10k training dataset and 10k testing dataset. Our PR-Net is firstly trained before applied to the 10k testing dataset. The CPD is directly applied to the 10k testing dataset.
Result:
We list the experimental result in the table I. The second column shows the mean and standard deviation of all 10k C.D. after registration. The third column shows the time used for registering the 10k pairs of point sets. As we expect, after training PR-Net can perform the real-time non-rigid point set registration. The time used to register 10k pairs of point sets is around 8 seconds, which is order of magnitude less than the time (12 hours) consumed by CPD for point set registration of the entire 10k dataset. This is because of the fact that CPD needs to repeatedly start over a new iterative process for a new pair of point sets. PR-Net clearly gains advantage over the non-learning based method by providing a faster solution to non-rigid point registration. We also want to note that it takes around 13 minutes to train our PR-Net on the 10k dataset with a comparative performance, which is also significantly less than 22 hours used by CPD.
In addition to the efficiency (registration speed), we are also interested in the effectiveness that indicates how well PR-Net can generalize from training data to directly predict the desired geometric transformation for non-rigid point set registration. The comparative training and testing C.D. results are listed on the second column. The small difference between training and testing C.D. indicates a comparative small performance degradation from training to testing. Furthermore, we notice that C.D. of PR-Net has a smaller standard deviation than that of CPD, which suggests that PR-Net can provide a more stable registration as it obtains generalization ability to adapt properly to previously unseen data. In contrast, the CPD treats every new pair of point sets independently and has to repeatedly register them from the start.
C. Robust to Geometric Deformation
In this experiment, we take a detailed investigation on how well the PR-Net performs point set registration for 2D shapes at different deformation levels. This experiment shows a basic assessment of our model's performance and capacity for registering unseen highly deformed testing shapes.
Experimental Setup: We conduct tests to verify how well PR-Net performs on the data with different levels of geometric deformation. In this test, we synthesize 2D deformed fish data with deformation levels from 0.3 to 1.5 to cover a good range of shape structural variation. The deformed 2D fish shapes are shown in Figure 4 . For each level of deformation, we simulate 20k point sets as target point sets for training and simulate additional 10k point sets for testing. The quantitative result is shown in Table II .
Result: After training, the PR-Net is applied to register testing datasets with different deformation levels. The quantitative experimental results are listed in Table II . The second column lists the C.D. scores for a registered pair of source and target point sets with different deformation levels. As we can see from the evaluation, PR-Net can achieve impressive performance on non-rigid point set registration when the deformation level is less than 1.0 and the Chamfer Distance remains as low as 0.0153 as shown in Table II. However when the deformation level reaches 1.5, there is a huge jump of C.D. from 0.0153 to 0.1267. This indicates that our model's registration capacity dose have a clear upper bond. Once the deformation level reaches or higher than this upper bond, the performance of PR-Net can be dramatically reduced. We further check the qualitative results for better understanding PR-Net's performance.
The corresponding qualitative results are demonstrated in Figure 4 , which illustrates the pairs of point sets before and after registration. From the Figure 4 , we can clearly see that the transformed source point set (in blue color) structurally aligns well with the target point set (in red color), which verifies PR-Net's registration capacity. Especially when deformation level is equal or less then 1.0, as shown in 4, PR-Net almost perfectly aligns the source and target point sets. As we mentioned before, when the deformation level reaches 1.5, the quantitative result experiences a dramatic drop. As displayed in Figure 4 , for this deformation level 1.5, the geometric structure of 2D fish is significantly deteriorated, which poses much more challenges in determining the desired geometric transformation. Even for human beings, it is hard to tell the geometric meaning of the target point sets (Red shapes in Figure 4 ). But this also indicates that TPS, as a parametric geometric transformation model, might be limited in modeling the large structural variation in our test. We further investigate more complex geometric transformation model or model-free geometric transformation in our separate research reports.
D. Robust to Data Noise
While using the sensors such as LIDAR sensor and laser scanner, it is unavoidable that the data might be acquired with a variety types of noises. An effective non-rigid registration method should be robust to those noise in addition to the structural variations as discussed in previous section. Therefore, in this section, we focus on testing how well PR-Net can predict the non-rigid registration from the noisy dataset.
Experimental Setup: In this experiment, we carry out a set of tests to validate PR-Net's performance against different types of data noise including P.D. noise, D.I. noise, and D.O. noise. We simulate the noisy data through introducing three types of noise with five different levels to the target point set at deformation level of 0.5. The level of noise is defined in the section of data preparation. The Figure 5 illustrates the noisy target point set (in red color) in contrast to the source point set (in blue color). The quantitative result is demonstrated in Table III .
Result: Figure 4 demonstrates the PR-Net's performance with clean data for comparison. Given the source point set (in red color) and target point set (in blue color), PR-Net succeeds in transforming source point set to align with the target one for the clean data.
For investigating PR-Net's performance on noise data, in Figure 5 (A), we apply D.I. noise to target point set by increasingly removing point samples as shown from left to right in a row. The registration results show that our PR-Net is capable of robustly aligning the source point set (red) with target (blue) in this condition. Even for the situation when D.I. noise level is 0.6 and the majority of target shape is missing, PR-Net can still align the remaining parts such as the top and tail of the target fish. An interesting observation is that for the missing parts, even without any target information, the transformed source point sets seem to be natural and preserve the original geometric meaning. For example when the D.I. level reaches 0.6, the transformed source point sets not only match the targets, but the shape in general still has the geometric meaning for the missing parts and it can be easily recognized as a "fish" shape. As shown in Table III , the quantitative result shows that C.D. linearly increases when D.I. Level increases from 0.05 to 0.6, which indicates PRNet's high resistance to D.I. Noise.
In Figure 5 (B), we apply P.D. noise to target point set by increasingly adding Gaussian noise as shown from left to right in a row. As shown in Figure 5 , though the positions of target point sets are dramatically drifted by Gaussian noise, our PR-Net still effectively predicts the desired geometric transformation. Especially when the P.D. noise level is higher than 0.15, even though the boundary of the fish shape is dramatically drifted, the transformed source shapes have smooth boundary and acceptable alignment with the target ones. From the quantitative results, as shown in Table III 
E. Results on Data Variety
In this experiment, we take a further step to investigate how well the PR-Net performs point set registration for other 2D/3D shapes at different deformation levels. We are especially interested in point set registration of non-contour based 2D shapes, as well as 3D shapes since the 3D data have been gaining great attention in community with recent advancements in 3D acquisition and computation resources.
Experimental Setup: We further conduct tests to verify how well PR-Net performs on the dataset of various shapes and patterns, such as skeleton, skull, hand, face (3D shape) and cat (3D shape). For each type of dataset, with different levels of geometric deformation, we simulate 20k point sets as target point sets for training and simulate additional 10k point sets for testing. For 3D shapes, we randomly sample points from the mesh data set. While we training PR-Net on 3D shapes, we only sample 512 out of 20K points from an input 3D model and 125(5 × 5 × 5) controlling points for learning descriptor tensor and correlation tensor, which already provided reasonable registration. Due to the computation complexity, there is a clear trade-off between performance with computation efficiency. We randomly select a few samples at deformation level of 0.5 to visualize the alignment result in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . We present the quantitative evaluation of registration in Table IV , which presents the mean and standard deviation of C.D. between registered pairs.
Result: PR-Net demonstrates robust registration performance for various categories of 2D shapes (e.g. skull, skeleton and hand), based on the selected examples from the testing dataset are demonstrated in Figure 6 and the corresponding quantitative testing results for comparison of these three different shapes are shown in Table IV . The decreasement in C.D. values from pre to post registration suggests that PR-Net can successfully align deformable pairs of various shapes. As shown in Figure 6 , for the current deformation level 0.5, PRNet shows robust performance regarding to different shapes. There is no obvious difference among the registration results of them. When zooming in for a more detailed observation, the missing registration part can still be noticed such as the upper line of the skull in row 2. As shown in Table IV , for comparing the quantitative results on these three shapes, the result on Skull Shape is slightly worse than other two shapes when deformation level is low. But for higher deformation level, the performance on Skull shape becomes comparative to other two shapes. This validates the robust performance of PR-Net towards non-rigid point set registration over a variety of shapes in presence of different geometric deformation level.
In Figure 7 , we demonstrate that PR-Net is applicable for 3D point set registration. As shown in Figure 7 , for the general part of the target shape, our model can correctly predict the registration transformation to align them. As to aligning the more subtle part of source and target point sets, there is still space to improve PR-Net's performance. The straightforward method to improve the performance is to increase the number of sampling points from surface and as well as the controlling points for learning the shape descriptor tensor with acceptable computation cost. The comparison result across different categories of shapes indicates the consistent performance of PR-Net.
IV. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
This paper introduces a novel learning-based approach to our research community for non-rigid point set registration. In contrast to non-learning based methods (e.g. Coherent Point Drift), the learning based approaches for point set registration are rarely studied (to the best of our knowledge, PR-Net might be the first work that can actually generalize from training to predict geometric transformation for non-rigid point set registration). Possible reasons behind are 1) the irregular format of the point cloud data poses a challenge for standard learnable operator (e.g. discrete convolutions) to operates over non-grid structured data for point feature learning and 2) it is not obvious to define an appropriate geometric transformation to transform source point set to the target one. The PR-Net provides the shape descriptor tensor and correlation tensor for the solution of feature learning, and uses the thin plate spline to model the geometric transformation. Though PRNet is capable of learning the point registration, there are still some challenges that are left to be addressed. Firstly, our current PR-Net indirectly uses the regular grids to assist with the shape feature learning. A continuous operator, which can directly be applied on point for feature learning, would be more applicable for point registration. Secondly, PR-Net uses the TPS to model the geometric transformation. Though it predicts impressive registration performance for shapes with moderate deformation, the unsatisfactory performance for shapes with large deformation motivates us to study a modelfree geometric transformation (e.g. the displacement field). It would also be of great interest to extend PR-Net to other data modality such as 2D Image and 3D volumetric data. We will report those research outcomes in separate papers.
